Test Rite International Co., Ltd (特力集團)

Main

Phone Number

email

Position

Job description

Contact
Principal

0963-026-383

Oliver.Chen@testritegroup.com Green Program

Specialist
(Trading)
Oliver

Merchandiser/Category Sales

Chen

(Trading)

A professional training program for BCH/MST
graduates (or work experiences within 3 years)
interesting in trading industry or home-related
products.
1.
2.

3.
4.

Proceeding International trade practice.
Communication between internal & external
parties including oversea vendors, shipping &
internal personnel etc.
Maintain product supply chain.
Other buying/Import activities.

BenQ (明碁電通)
Main

Phone Number

email

Position

Job description

Contact
HR
0929-919102
specialist

Eddie.YL.Kuo@Qisda.com

Content Marketer and

1.

Copywriter (English)

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Social media research, planning and content
writing
Blog/article content producing
Marketing material copywriting
Influencer communication
English material proofreading
Content material management

7.

Research in display/music/lighting industries

1.

3.
4.

Host webinars to train regional offices on new
BenQ products
Create training material based on target
audience
Write marketing content for website
Create video tutorials

5.

Assist with creating user manuals

Eddie
Kuo

Product Marketing Manager

2.

Foxconn Technology Group (鴻海科技集團)

Main

email

Position

Job description

Location

Contact
Evelyn

job@foxconn.com

Senior/management’s Executive

Ensure

priority

correspondence

from Taiwan, business

Assistant

CEO/executives Communicate and complete travel required
in a timely and effective manner. Conduct
research and analysis to provide reliable
recommendations.

Convey

top-level

information and complex ideas to senior
management.

Assist

in

developing,

promoting and implementing public-related
and interdepartmental projects. Implement
systems to file, organize, and archive
information.

Requirement: Candidates with a valid
American
recommended

Passport
Great

is

highly

understanding

in

Chinese culture. Bear critical thinking,
responsible, and persuasive ability. Related
working experiences are preferable. Able to
work under high pressure and fast-changing
environment.

Proficient

in

Chinese

communication.

International HR Specialist

According to company strategic direction, Taiwan, would
conduct high-level management talents have frequent
hunting. Study international talent relevant business travel to
labor

laws

and

regulations,

initiate China and other

international internship project. Excavate countries by
international talents with proficient Chinese request.
ability.

Coordinate

international

talent

acquisition relevant recruiting events with
targeted universities. Support upcoming job
fairs at targeted universities in Taiwan.

Would have business travel to China
according to project requirement.

Requirement: Candidates with a valid
American
recommended

Passport
Great

is

highly

understanding

in

Chinese culture. Bear critical thinking,
responsible, and persuasive ability. With
related working experiences are preferable.
Able to work under high pressure and fastchanging

environment.

Chinese

communication ability (TOCFL 4 or above).
Artificial Intelligence Manager

Detect data analytic recognition. Test Taiwan, would
intelligent database as well as constructing have frequent
Expert System. Test automation of reference business travel to
instruments.

China and other
countries by

Requirement: Familiar with AI/Computer
request.
Science/Electrical

Engineering

related

specialty such as computer vision, machine

learning,

artificial

intelligence,

data

acquisition, Natural Language Processing,
information retrieval and speech recognition.
Attach a high priority to those who have the
experience

of

conducting

engineering

projects and with publications in the field of
computer science.
Big Data Engineering Analyst

Users operation analysis and behavior Taiwan, would
prediction. Intelligent power consumption have frequent
management of mobile communication business travel to
system

Machine

learning

model China and other

development based on user data. (Data countries by
preprocessing)

request.

Requirement:

Familiar with system power management
mechanism

and

framework

system

operational mode. Familiar with training data
and data base operation. Familiar with

machine learning correlated theories and
tools (Pythons/TensorFlow) Having the
experience

of

developing

application

software system.
Natural Language Processing

Articles analysis with NLP technology.

Engineer

Analyzing

program

context

Taiwan, would
using have frequent

compilation technique. Utilize first / second business travel to
hand training data machine learning model. China and other
Cloud system / smartphone AI application countries by
development.
Requirement:

Java and python programming language,
optional: kotlin / go programming language.
3-5 years of Android APP / system
development experience. NLP/ compiler
related thesis. Familiar with nltk / gensim /
tensorflow / keras module.

request.

Computer Vision Engineer

AI image process and trend analysis.

Taiwan, would

AI image algorithm development.

have frequent

Utilize first / second hand training data business travel to
machine learning model.

China and other

Implementation and optimization of smart countries by
phone AI image

Requirement: Familiar with Camera Model
and Computer Vision Familiar with basic
image process such as image analysis,
quality enhancement, image synthesis /
editing. Familiar with tools and theories
regarding machine learning. Familiar with
development tools such as C/C++ and
OpenCV. Involved in related courses or
published thesis of complementary field.

request.

AI-based Software manager

Responsible

for

edge

server

software Taiwan, would

structure setup. Responsible for the structural have frequent
design of the storage system, execute and business travel to
debug. Responsible for CSP structural design China and other
and setup test.

countries by
request.

Requirement:
distributed
development.

Familiar
structural
Being

with

cloud

research
able

to

and
execute

operation system (Linux or/and Windows
Server) management; to have experience
toward

kernel

development.

Execute

network technology (DNS, TCP/IP, HTTP,
VLAN, etc.) management, debug, network
security technology (TCP/IP and Network
Data

Analysis),

database

management

(Oracle RDBMS, MySQL, SQLServer,
MariaDB

etc.)

and

performance

optimization. program development ability

(C/C++, Java, Python, PHP, Perl, Ruby etc.)
Having the experience of BigData Admin
(Hadoop, Pig, Hive, Spark, Hbase etc),
debug, and performance optimization.
Virtualization(VMware, Xen, Hypervisor)
management
experience.

and

implementation

OpenStack/Ceph/Kubernetes

Contribution. Storage related experience.
Image Vision Manager

Set up external image streaming and pre- Taiwan, would
stored image streaming import. Adjust and have frequent
connect various image sensors. Soc-required business travel to
peripheral driver.

China and other
countries by

Requirement: Image streaming experience.
request.
Familiar with the adjustment and connection
of image sensor. Linux design experience.

analytical,

statistical

and Taiwan, would

Machine Learning Engineer/

Utilize

Manager

programming skills to identify, collect, have frequent
analyze and derive hidden patterns from business travel to
large data sets for business decision makings. China and other
Assess the accuracy and effectiveness of new countries by
data sources and data processing processes. request.
Develop processes and tools to monitor and
analyze

data

accuracy

and

model

performance.

Requirement: MS (BS with 3+ years related
experience) in Computer Science, Physics,
Math, Statistics, Bioinformatics, or other
quantitative fields.
Advance knowledge and working experience
in predictive analytics, statistical modeling,
data

mining,

machine

learning,

deep

learning. Expert in SQL, Python, R, C++,
Java, JavaScript and other programming

languages for machine learning and data
science.

Expert

in

machine

learning

frameworks such as Keras, Tensorflow,
Caffe, etc. Experience and knowledge in
healthcare industry, with medical image
experience is preferred.

Digi Win soft (鼎新電腦)

Main

Phone Number

email

Position

Job description

Contact
Evelyn

02-89111688
#1331

evelyn625@digiwin.com

Please go to Career Affair

Requirement: prefer Vietnamese and Malaysian,

and ask for the position

needs to have basic Chinese listening, speaking,

detail.

reading and writing abilities.

